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SANTA SAYS: EMPOWER CHILDREN THROUGH PLAY  

WITH FIVE PRESCHOOL GAMES THAT ARE REALLY FUN! 
 

Over 75 National & International Awards Commend Adventerra Games’  

Swiss-based Company For Its Ecological Themes In Every (Recycled) Box 
 

Boston, MA (November 10, 2021) – Imagine gifting a game where tots can play, learn, AND save the planet 

before they enter kindergarten! Saving Water: Ecologic Puzzle ($14.99) created for ages 2+ and Hungry Bins 

Memory Game: Learn to Recycle ($19.99) for ages 3+ do exactly that, along with a toybox full of memory 

games and board games to delight the eyes and inspire young minds. 

 

Simply put, through play, children learn which actions and behaviors help to reduce waste, decrease pollution, 

and safeguard the environment and animals. Kudos have come from around the world for this Swiss-based 

company that has the highest standards for creativity and packaging. Plus, every preschool game that promotes 

a green lifestyle has earned the prestigious STEM.org Early Childhood Product Authenticated Seal! 

 

“Get this, Adventerra is so environmentally conscious that the film that wraps around the box is made from 

sugarcane,” boasts one of the glowing critiques from The National Parenting Center, “and is totally 

biodegradable. This company practices what they preach, and parents love it.” 

 

Over in Brussels earlier this season, Adventerra Games was given the highest honors from the Toy Industries of 

Europe. The jury recognized Adventerra Games’ efforts to introduce children to these complex topics and 

educate them about the environment without overwhelming or frightening them. The games encourage children 

to feel empowered to make positive change. The jury also recognized the coherence between the mission of 

Adventerra Games and their mode of production. All the components are made of FSC-certified cardboard, 

wood, and paper, and they are fully recyclable.  

 

Back in the USA, the Hot Diggity Awards tests and evaluates toys, then announces only the best of the 

best. When they opened the box of Respect the Earth: Ecologic Puzzle ($14.99) they noted “children discover 

daily actions they can take to help the Earth. On the red-edged pieces, a diverse group of cute kids demonstrate 

common habits. But on the green-edged pieces, they show better habits to protect the planet!” And as they 

commented, “what makes it Hot Diggity great? These easy-to-assemble mini puzzles do a great job of 

highlighting common mistakes (without judgment), and solutions to help conserve, save and protect the earth 

with age appropriate puzzle piece sizes and images that little 

ones can understand.” 

 

The Toy Insider picked a cool concept for its Top Summer Toy 

earlier this year. In Polar Adventure: Disappearing Ice, 

($24.99) preschoolers attempt to get four adorable wooden polar 

animals to the safety of the iceberg as they are introduced to the 

idea of melting ice. As they play and learn, children as young as 

four develop tactical skills and improve their hand-eye 

coordination! 

 

Just in time for holiday shopping, discover these Top 5 Picks, in 

stock now, at www.adventerragamesusa.com: 

http://stem.org/
http://www.adventerragamesusa.com/


 

Animals at Risk: Ecological Memory Game • Ages 2+ • $14.99 

In this memory game, children associate baby animals with their parents and learn about their habitats. The 

colors of the backgrounds and the illustrations on the large pieces help players to match the cards. This game 

introduces children to the concept of endangered animals and the importance of protecting them. 

 

Saving Water: Ecologic Puzzle • Ages 2+ • $14.99 

With these mini puzzles, children learn about the importance of water, and how to conserve this precious 

resource. The pieces feature colored edges and self-correcting joints that help players to match them. On the 

red-edged pieces, adorable sea creatures show common ways people waste water in everyday life, but on the 

green-edged pieces, they show ways that children can save water! 

 

Respect the Earth: Ecologic Puzzle • Ages 2+ • $14.99 

While building these 12 mini puzzles, players match pairs with the help of self-correcting joints and the 

backgrounds and characters depicted on the pieces. This fun interactive game teaches preschoolers visual 

memory, right-wrong logical association ability, and manual skills. 

 

Hungry Bins Memory Game: Learn to Recycle • Ages 3+ • $19.99 

A classification game that introduces children to recycling and composting. Children discover different  

types of materials and learn to recognize their respective collection bins. To make the sorting process easier, 

each token features the color of the corresponding bin. 

 

Polar Adventure: Disappearing Ice • Ages 4+ • $24.99 

A race-to-the-finish game that introduces children to climate change, how it endangers the lives of polar 

animals, and how they can help. After building the polar environment, each player takes turns rolling the die 

and moving their animal forward, aiming to be the first player to lead it to the safety of the big glacier. 

 

Adventerra also has 4 fun STEM.org authenticated board games for older children 

on your Holiday 2021 list: 

 

Recycle Rally • $19.99 • Ages 7+ 

PowerHaus • $19.99 • Ages 7+ 

WaterGame • $19.99 • Ages 7+ 

Global Warning • $19.99 • Ages 10+ 

 

Play & Learn, Save the Planet is Adventerra Games’ motto. Follow the game 

maker on social media channels at @adventerragamesnorthamerica on Facebook, 

Instagram, Linkedin and YouTube. Shop online for a variety of board games, 

puzzles, and memory games at www.adventerragamesusa.com. 

 

ABOUT ADVENTERRA GAMES 

Adventerra Games, a family-owned company based in Switzerland, publishes engaging puzzles and games that 

help kids learn to conserve natural resources and save the planet. While playing our simple and enjoyable 

games, players intuitively learn new behaviors that reduce their ecological footprints. When these behaviors 

become lifetime habits, players become super-heroes for the planet! Bryan Mundell, the Founder/Owner and co-

inventor of the games, incorporated Adventerra Games North America LLC in 2019 to bring his games to North 

American families. To shop or to learn more, visit www.adventerragamesUSA.com or Amazon.com.   

 

http://www.adventerragamesusa.com/
http://www.adventerragamesusa.com/
https://www.amazon.com/s?me=AAYOO3P1RDOST&marketplaceID=ATVPDKIKX0DER

